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With a wide range of bundle pulling
and lifting equipment in our fleet we
can maneuver bundles up to 2000mm
in diameter and weighing up to 45T.

KEY BENEFITS/SERVICES
Since 1973, Samoco is a full-service mechanical assembly company with multidisciplinary expertise. We provide
a wide range of services to companies in need of technical assistance in the assembly, disassembly, and maintenance of factory installations and industrial equipment.In addition to pulling the bundles we are also able to open
and close the heat exchangers, lift, and transport the bundles to and from the cleaning area, and perform the
pressure testing. Next to the traditional on-site bundle pulling we offer a total care heat exchanger cleaning
services solution in combination with our partner Thermoclean. With this one stop solution we can:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remove or swap out a complete heat exchanger
Transport it off site
Dismantle the heads
Extract the tube bundle
Safely clean all parts with our advanced
thermal cleaning process

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Provide a range of additional services including
eddy current measurement, tube replacement,
shell refinishing and repairs
Peassembly
Pressure testing
Return transport
Reinstallation

SAFETY
A safety culture prevails throughout the company, from senior management right down
to on-site staff, and in everything that we do. Samoco’s SCC-P, ISO-9001, ISO-14001 and
ISO-45001 certificates guarantee the high quality and safety level in our execution.

PROJECTS

Bundle pulling at Samoco Zwijndrecht

Mechanical works on heat exchangers
(incl. extraction) for Thermoclean at
workshop Samoco Zwijndrecht

Opening and pulling bundles from Shell
Rotterdam in the Samoco workshop

Our Bundle lifter in action, providing safe
and damage proof lifts

Pulling bundles during the shutdown of
the Steamcracker at BASF Antwerp

Pulling bundles on the turnaroud at Air
Liquide Antwerp

Solve it with skill.
Tackle it with passion.

